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Shane Warne naÃ®t le 13 septembre 1969 Ã Ferntree Gully, une banlieue de Melbourne, dans l'Ã©tat de
Victoria.Son pÃ¨re Keith travaille dans les assurances.Sa mÃ¨re Brigitte est nÃ©e dans une famille
ouest-allemande qui a Ã©migrÃ© en Australie lorsqu'elle avait trois ans [1].Le sport est un Ã©lÃ©ment
essentiel de la famille Warne, Keith Ã©tant adepte de tennis tandis que Brigitte pratique la ...
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Shane Barry Crawford (born 9 September 1974) is a former Australian rules footballer who played 305 senior
games for the Hawthorn Football Club in the Australian Football League (AFL) and won the league's highest
individual honour, the Brownlow Medal.He is currently an Australian television personality who appears
regularly on Nine Network shows, the AFL Footy Show, Getaway, Postcards and Kids' WB
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Current affairs play a very crucial role in the preparation of Banking and other competitive exams in 2019.
You can download current affairs PDF today to know what i
Current Affairs 2019: Download Daily Current Affairs PDF
Glenn Donald McGrath AM (/ m É™ Ëˆ É¡ r É‘Ë• /; born 9 February 1970) is an Australian former international
cricketer, who played all formats of the game for 14 years.He was a fast-medium pace bowler and is
considered one of the greatest bowlers in cricketing history, and a leading contributor to Australia's
domination of world cricket from the mid-1990s to the mid 2000s.
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